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[ 00:00:11 ] Hello and welcome to this episode of The Maryland risk management education

podcast. My name is Paul Goeringer and I'm the extension legal specialist here in the Department

of Ag and resource economics at the University of Maryland and a Happy New Year to everybody

out there who's listening to this hopefully going to get back into the swing of things this year and

keep the podcast coming out about two a month and not fall behind. Pretty sure I'll fall behind at

some point over the course of the year but for right now we're going to shoot for about one every

other week and hopefully nothing bad will happen over the course of a year why fall behind or get

too busy. We already had a few things happen in ag law. In 20 18 one of the bigger things that

happened was early on this year. I mean we're not that far into it but very early on. I mean pretty

much first or second premise first week of January the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in the

appeal by Idaho  claiming that their ag gag law are commonly referred to as ag gag laws was

unconstitutional and we had seen this happen in 2017. I had done a few podcast on these done a

few blog posts on them as well to kind of talk about why courts were fighting these laws

unconstitutional. Well here was the first court that found only part of the law unconstitutional and

actually reversed a lot of the district court. I've got a link to the district court's opinion. Looks like a

review of it all down at the bottom. If you're looking at this from the Web site or from the hosting

side as well. But we'll talk a little bit about what the court found different in this law than it does in

the other courts have and where we stand with these laws. Now so let's talk a little bit about ag

gag laws in Idaho. So this law was passed after basically an under cover video operation

undercover video was released showing abuse on an Idaho dairy farm. The law was written by the

Idaho detriments association. With protecting our cultural operations from undercover operate

undercover investigators on these operations. The law created five criminal penalties in these in

five situations. The first situation is if you entered agricultural production facility by force threat

Miss Representation or trespass. This misrepresentation thing is going to be found in a lot of these

provisions. The court looked at this as lying. The basic idea here was is lying something that can

be a crime can. This is the I come back a few times over the course of looking at this law obtaining

criminal or slow start to and obtaining records of an agricultural production facility by force threat

or misrepresentation obtaining employment with an agricultural production facility by force threat

or misrepresentation with the intent to cause economic or other injury to the operation. So there

has to be something specifically tied to giving the employment to one of those three situations.

Entering an agricultural  facility without consent or read to you or video recording of the conduct of

an agricultural production facilities operations and then finally intentionally cause causing physical

harm injury or damage to the agricultural production facilities operation livestock crops personnel

equipment building and premises. So when we look at these and I have this laid out Incat of the

poster going down below the one to go to it the first three are considered misrepresentation

clauses. The fourth one is a recording provision and all the parties agree. Number 5 is

constitutional. That's within the states powers to do. Any state can do that. You can't actually

intentionally cause physical damage or injury to anyone. We've now just up the criminal penalties

and when it's a AG operation and that's perfectly within the state's jurisdiction to do the other four

provisions are being challenged on First Amendment reasons and the kind of give a quicker

review of what the district court found the federal district court of Idaho granted the Animal



Defense police fund motion for summary judgment on the grounds that Idaho's law violated the

First Amendment of the Constitution. 

[ 00:05:32 ] So you know pull out your pocket constitutions and you can look up exactly what the

First Amendment says but it says you know or worried about here is Congress shall make no law.

You know criminalizing speech I can't remember the exact words the 14th Amendment's man the

14th Amendment's equal protection clause. The District Court found that parts born into so if we

look at those those Miss Representation parts violated the First Amendment because the state

cannot show these misrepresentations or this lying cause any legal harm. We're talk about that

more in a minute. The videoing provision violated the First Amendment because it made it illegal

to develop content protected under the First Amendment. So the idea is I have the right to read the

book but the state or someone cannot go out and make it illegal to actually produce the book. I

have the right to read it. So the right also exists for that work to be developed. 

[ 00:06:37 ] And finally the district court found that all four provisions violated the Equal Protection

Clause of the 14th Amendment. 

[ 00:06:46 ] You can read more about this on the blog post down below where you can kind of

catch up on this. So let's look a little bit about that and what the 9th Circuit found. 

[ 00:06:56 ] So in reviewing the misrepresentation clause the Ninth Circuit had to determine if the

misrepresentations or lying basically was protected under the First Amendment. So what level of

speech are we going to protect under the First Amendment. The court looked at a recent U.S.

Supreme Court decision that involved the Stolen Valor Act and in the Stolen Valor Act it made it a

crime to make false representations that you had received the Congressional Medal of Honor. 

[ 00:07:27 ] In that case the Supreme Court said you can't really make flying a crime lying to be a

crime. There has to be something else more to it so that law is unconstitutional and lies are

protected under the First Amendment. So you have to think about that all speech is typically

protected under the First Amendment with some exceptions to that that we're not going to talk

about today they usually don't creep up in the Aguilar world to be constitutional. The ninth circuit

points out as the Supreme Court did that applying must cause some harm that's recognized by a

court to the Ninth Circuit. In reviewing Idaho's gag law to be valid required that the

misrepresentation cause some legally recognized harm some harm we could go to court and get

resolved for example and illegally wrecking a legally recognized harm would be a harm such as an

injury to a person such as that we could put monetary damages on or physical damage to and be

able to go back and say this is how you rectify the situation. 

[ 00:08:39 ] Court so will you go back and look at part one of the law. The law required entry into

an agricultural production facility by threat force or misrepresentation. 

[ 00:08:52 ] The portion of the law making it illegal to gain entry to the AG ag production facility by

force or threat was a valid criminal trespass statute that part's OK courts are not court. States can

go in and up the ante on what's considered criminal trespass and certain facilities. That's 100

percent valid use of the state's power. 

[ 00:09:21 ] More than nine circuit disagreed with Idaho is that those misrepresentations of the law

War protected were not protected under the First Amendment to the core to the court it was too

broad and could potentially stifle speech. 

[ 00:09:49 ] To the court IDAHOT could easily take out the misrepresentation part to make this



portion of the law constitutional. Or they could just figure out where they were going to add in a

legally recognized harm. So Miss Representation is going to have to be more than just that or to

come back to this at the very end of this because there was a dissent to this one part of the

opinion. 

[ 00:10:15 ] This was a three judge panel making this decision. Two judges agreed that this part at

least with the misrepresentation part was unconstitutional will come back at the very end and talk

about the dissent that dissent would have found this constitutional even the misrepresentation

part. 

[ 00:10:32 ] And we'll talk about why at the end they don't want to kind of clutter the discussion on

the majority and the minority opinion until the very end then looking at part two the Ninth Circuit

found making it a crime to obtain records of an agricultural production facility by force threat

misrepresentation or trespass is constitutional. Here there's a legally recognized harm legally

recognized harm is obtaining records via a lie. The court highlighted other provisions in Idaho law

where this was 100 percent acceptable that we could tie lying to getting criminal records and that's

our obtaining records not just criminal records. And that was constitutional. The 9th Circuit also

highlighted examples from the legislative history where they showed this was a legit problem in

this state where individuals from groups actually lie to gain access to agricultural production

facilities. Here it was a meek farm Yep thing about it's Idaho. There's lots of meat farms all around

there. And they obtain the records once they got access to the agricultural production facility via

the lie and basically damaged the breeding record. So think about it from any other farms from that

perspective where their livestock tied to this you know breeding records are very important to

those operations. You destroy those you've given that operation a harm. So this law is at least

from this standpoint is constitutional. Turning to this part 3 The obtaining employment with an

agricultural production facility by force threat or misrepresentation with the intent to cause

economic or other injury. That's also constitutional than the district court had found this

unconstitutional Circuit says no it's 100 percent constitutional because it's only limiting the

misrepresentations to those situations that cause them legally recognized harm Hertz economic or

other injury. The provision doesn't apply to anyone who lies to gain employment. Phibbs on their

resume. This was one area where many courts have struggled with this because they look at it

and say well if you you know exaggerate on your resume to make yourself look better you lied and

you potentially violated this provision. Now you have because there actually has to be something

more there that says you caused economic harm or some other harm to this facility. 

[ 00:13:11 ] And then looking at part for the final provision the recording provision the court easily

found this violated the First Amendment according to the Ninth Circuit recording provision it

regulates protected speech under the First Amendment. You may not think about this but yes

there is a right to go in make undercover video exposé as the court points to some cases in areas

typically involving grocery stores where this has been a huge area. And when force consumers

because they learn what's going on in a facility to the Ninth Circuit this was a classic content

based restriction on speech. So basically we're saying all videos related to agricultural production

facilities really can't be made unless the landowner gives consent. Well it takes away some ability

to broaden the debate to the court. So this provision is illegal. 

[ 00:14:13 ] The core points out that all they had to do to make it constitutional was to limit it to



certain situations to show that they were trying to protect employees employment records

production records something they could tie it back to that shows they're clearly trying to narrow it

down and not just say everything's legal all recordings are legal and believe the justices said this

is no longer on the Supreme Court. But the idea is to roast the pig you can burn down the house to

roast the pig when the oven is clearly available. You kind of have to figure out how to get the pig

into the oven to roast it and not just light your whole house on fire. So once the state can figure out

how to narrow it down to exactly what they want to protect that they can go back and revise

Saslaw make it constitutional. Now we're on track to that first provision the trespass provision

when the misrepresentation. We had one dissent from a judge Carlos Bay I believe said his judge

his name right. If I didn't and he hears this I extremely apologize for butchering his name. He does

sense it in part but concurred in the rest of the opinion in the main area where he dissented was

focused on that misrepresentation to gain access. Part 1 according to this judge he would have

found the misrepresentation provision constitutional. According to him gaining access to the

property alone is a legally recognized term so we think about it. What he's pointing out is basically

trespass alone is a legally recognized harm. The the lying when not otherwise without the lie you

wouldn't have granted access to the property. So because of that you've created a legally

recognized harm. This would have been constitutional in his mind as well so to him the only

provision that would have been unconstitutional is part four. So if we want to look at this and take

a score at home where are we at on this. Well you know what. 

[ 00:16:38 ] Number one entering a production facility by force threat misrepresentation or

trespass that's already taken care of. 

[ 00:16:50 ] All of that's constitutional. 

[ 00:16:51 ] But that misrepresentation portion obtaining records by force threat misrepresentation

or trespass constitutional obtaining employment with the intent to cause economic injury by force

threat or misrepresentation constitutional because it's narrow enough to be constitutional you

probably can't go any broader than that. The recording provision unconstitutional. 

[ 00:17:18 ] So why do you want to care about this. 

[ 00:17:21 ] Well this case is going to carry some weight. We have these ongoing discussions

about these laws in other states. 

[ 00:17:28 ] We have a challenge in Idaho. LEE Not Idaho Iowa. There was a challenge going on

in North Carolina. But I believe it was kicked out recently at the end of the year on a technicality. 

[ 00:17:42 ] There's going to be a lot of challenges going on in the states that have these laws. At

the end of last year I don't think we talked about this when we talked about some of the other

provisions. Last year Utah had a lawsuit on their gack law before the federal district court. They

actually settled out of court and agreed to pay a couple hundred thousand dollars in legal fees to

the plaintiffs in that case. Right around the end of the year. So these things are still being

challenged or still being fought over. This is really the first court that's kind of shown as a path to

how these laws can be constitutional and what has to be done to be conc to tional with the

provisions in these laws. 

[ 00:18:31 ] Idaho can actually go back and look at how to fix some of these laws especially how

do we add in these legally recognized arms and how do we narrowly tailor a video on the video

ban portion of the law if they can do that. And we're going to have you now see these laws creep



back up in agriculture. Now looking at what the plaintiffs have left to do in this case. 

[ 00:18:55 ] Because this may not be the end of this case. 

[ 00:18:57 ] They can ask to be heard by the entire 9th Circuit. Don't know how that's going to go.

They would potentially have the opportunity to appeal before the Supreme Court. I looked this up

yesterday the Supreme Court. It's 1 percent of the petitions they hear so it's hard to know if they're

actually going to hear this case or not. But that's something out there in the open that we should

be aware of. But for now we at least know that there is a way to set these laws up to where they're

going to be constitutional. So with that said all the information you need to kind of have read about

this case and learn more about it I have a link to the district court opinion as well in in the stuff.

Take a look at whatever you want to. 

[ 00:19:49 ] And again if you have thoughts as to what I should be discussing on this please send

me an email at the contact information down below or LGOE R I N G at UMD dot edu again

LGOERING at  UMD dot edu and or you can tweet me at at AgLawPaul all that again is down

below. Thank you again and enjoy whatever you're doing next year. 


